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they had not the landed status of a feudal nobility to give
them a basis of independence.
Within this semi-patriarchal State the feudal ideas of Disputes
Western Europe were slow to take root.    At present it was over ^5
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little anected by their decentralising tendency, and the powers
of the ruler were therefore considerable. On the other hand,
the central authority was enfeebled and the exercise of its
powers limited by the constant state of civil war arising out
of disputes over the succession. The ducal office was con-
fined to one family—the Premyslids ; there was, however, no
custom of primogeniture and the eldest male member was con-
sidered to have the best right to succeed. But there was no
actual rule to this effect, so that the death of a duke was
usually followed by a disputed election, in which the decision
lay ultimately with the nobles, and especially with the
castellans; moreover, the rule of the successful candidate
was usually disturbed by the revolts of his disappointed
rivals. There was a particularly troubled period at the
beginning of the twelfth century, when the deposition of duke
Borizoi in 1107 was followed by the murder of his successor
Svatopluk two years later. Vladislav I, the brother of
Borizoi, then held the duchy for sixteen years, but on his
death in 1125 the succession was disputed between his brother
Sobieslav and Svatopluk's brother Otto of Moravia. The new
king of Germany, Lothar, intervened on behalf of Otto, but
his army was defeated and Otto slain at the battle of Kulm
in 1126. Lothar had to recognise the victor as duke, and
Sobieslav did homage and remained a faithful vassal of the
German king, assisting first Lothar against the Hohenstaufen
and later Conrad against the Welfs. Apart from an abortive
conspiracy in 1131 he was untroubled by revolt, and in the
usual conflict with the duke of Poland he was able to gain
a distinct advantage. They took opposite sides in the dis-
puted succession to the Hungarian throne, but Sobieslav
supported the victorious candidate Bela II and thereby
gained a valuable ally; while after its disruption in 1138
Poland was no longer a serious rival.
Sobieslav's death in 1140 provoked another civil war,
He had done homage to Conrad and rendered him military
assistance in return for a promise that his son Vladislav
would be recognised as king after his death. However, the

